Private permanent parking lot dumps are high-risk, not only radiologically but also to U.S. taxpayers' pocketbooks. As Kevin Kamps of Beyond Nuclear has said: "By requiring a permanent deep geological repository to be operating before centralized interim storage [whether private or federal government owned/operated], Congress wanted to prevent the very real danger of a de facto permanent parking lot dump -- a high-level radioactive waste storage site that would be designed for the short-term but be there forever. WCS, for example, is a cynical shell game and taxpayers are sure to lose. Congress was right that liability for the costs for
storing commercial irradiated nuclear fuel belong with the
generators and should not be shifted onto the backs of the
American public." (See the full press release:
http://static1.1.sqspcdn.com/static/f/356082/27307338/147757907
8047/10+27+16+BN+NIRS+PC+SEED+news+release+FINAL3.pdf
?token=Ul2WDSYJtvpqVJ08Qv0LKjAu6hU%3D )
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